Dear Friends,

The autumn brings with it the fruits of the labors that are part of the spring planting and summer growing seasons. Those small seeds and seedlings planted months earlier, or the vines and fruit trees attentively cared for over many months bear such riches. So true of you, our benefactors! This issue of the DOME contains recognition of each of you who has given to the Ursuline Sisters this past year. Your generosity through in-kind and financial gifts fills us with deep gratitude.

As an expression of our gratitude, I offer two thoughts from our congregation’s events this past July. The first of these thoughts is the message from the rich and uplifting days of the Ursuline Convocation that took place in early July in Cincinnati, Ohio. Every third year the North American Ursuline sisters, associates, colleagues, and friends gather to share about our mission and ministries. This year participants came from Canada, Mexico and the United States.

The 2013 Convocation had as its theme “Angela [Merici]’s Radical Gospel Vision: Expanding the Circle . . . .” As you may recall, over 475 years ago in Italy, Saint Angela Merici founded the Ursuline way of life that remains a guiding light for us. The invitation to expand the circle or welcome the unknown requires a willingness to be open to the new, to the life unfolding around us. Theresa Butler and Judith Wimberg, the Convocation Co-chairpersons, described this invitation of expanding the circle as:

...[to] live the gospel and bring a message of hope to our world today...[an] openness to how the Spirit might lead us...and [to] identify how we might expand our circles as we step into our future...[to] be open to the Spirit whom we beg to come among us and, as St. Angela counsels, “Be happy together.” (from the Letter in the 2013 Convocation Program)

Thank you for expanding your circle of life to include the Ursuline Congregation and our mission. Our partnering leads us to live our futures more fully in union with the Loving God who created and cares for us deeply. For sure, it brings the Ursuline Sisters happiness to know that you are with us.

The second of the thoughts I offer you comes from our congregation’s Missioning Service in late July. To guide their living during 2013-2014 Sisters, Associates, and co-workers were called forth by name to be sent with this urging:

These six words invite us to see God present in the unfolding of each day, calling us to have “Faith is the realization of what is hoped for and evidence of things not seen.” (Hebrews 11:1) To be willing to say “yes” to whatever comes requires us to be open or available to what is right here in front of us, believing much good and spiritual deepening can come from the acceptance. This urging from our congregation’s Missioning Service connects with a passage from Mother Theresa of Calcutta, which I read several years ago and which still guides me in simplifying my days:

“Love does not grandstand.

Like water, it is humble and unstoppable. Love does not try to fix the whole world. It is enough to plant seeds of kindness and justice everywhere we can.

I never look at the masses as my responsibility. I look at the individual. I can only love one person at a time. I can only feed one person at a time. Just one, just one...So you begin – I begin.

I picked up one person -- maybe if I didn't pick up that one person, I wouldn't have picked up forty-two thousand.

The whole works is only a drop in the ocean. But if I didn't put that drop in, the ocean would be one drop less. Same thing for you, same thing in your family, same thing in the community where you live.

Just begin...one, one, one.”


May you be richly blessed to keep saying “yes” in expanding your circle of faith in God’s love for you. Truly, through our individual choices made one by one each and every day, we can and do give much to others and come to know our God evermore clearly.

Sister Lynn Jarrell, O.S.U.
President, Ursuline Sisters of Louisville
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DONATION INFORMATION
The Ursuline Sisters of Louisville appreciate the support of those who share their financial resources with us.

We make every effort to ensure that you receive the maximum tax credit allowed by law. When making a donation, please be certain to address the envelope containing your check to the following: Mission Advancement Office, Ursuline Sisters of Louisville, 3105 Lexington Road, Louisville, KY 40206.

The check must be processed through the Mission Advancement Office for the Ursuline Sisters to generate the proper documentation you will need for your tax-deductible donation.

Ursuline Society and Academy of Education (USAE) is the corporate title under which the Ursuline Sisters of Louisville do business. USAE does not include gifts received for the other corporation, Sacred Heart Schools (SHS), Inc. Gifts for Sacred Heart Academy and other campus schools are received by the SHS Office of Development and used exclusively for the schools and their programs.
The Cincinnati Ursulines, the Brown County Ursulines and the Company of St. Ursula hosted the North American Ursuline Leadership Conference (NAULC) Convocation on July 4-7 in Cincinnati, Ohio. Cincinnati was the site of the very first Convocation in 1992, and the return to the city was the first time in 21 years.

The gathering of 200 included Ursuline Sisters (with one sister from India), members of the Company, Associates, Companions in ministry, colleagues from the USA, Canada, Mexico and friends. Keynote speakers Sue Scharfenberger, OSU, and Catherine Bertrand, SSND, collaborated to break open the theme, Angela’s Radical Gospel Vision: Expanding the Circles. Breakout sessions led by panelists highlighted topics such as peace, eco-spirituality, human trafficking, new forms of Angela’s vision, “my lived experience of St. Angela”, the call to be prophet and much more. The challenge was to envision the future for the followers of Angela in all walks of life.
Community Days
A Time of Discernment and Celebration

Sunday, July 21, 2013
Benefactors Mass & Lunch

Community Days kicked off with Mass and Lunch recognizing all benefactors who contribute to the sisters’ ministries, care and greatest needs. The gathering was attended by 64 Ursuline benefactors who were within driving distance of the event as well as 70 sisters and employees. The homily and reflections from Sr. Ruth Ann Haunz embraced the theme of hospitality and God’s offer of a covenant relationship and exchange of mutual faithfulness.

Thursday, July 25, 2013
Associate Covenant Ceremony

The Associate Covenant Ceremony took place at the Ursuline Motherhouse with the unifying theme “We Are Called.” Thirteen Louisville Associates, accompanied by their Ursuline Sister companions, signed their renewal covenants. These Christian women and men maintain an independent lifestyle while embracing the charism of foundress Saint Angela Merici and the Ursuline Community. This annual event recognizes the Ursuline Associate’s response to their special calling. Several associates shared their experiences of being called and how they pursue this calling in their lives. As one might expect, there was a rich diversity in their callings, a diversity that reflects how many lives are touched when we follow our hearts and our passions. Associates in geographical locations outside the Louisville area renew their covenants on site.

At the end of the ceremony, the Associates and Companions turned to bless each other in the Motherhouse Chapel.

Associate Audrey Truax, Associate Call Director Theresa Butler and Sister Rita Dressman.
Friday, July 26, 2013

Missioning & Blessing Ceremony

Ursuline Sisters, Associates and co-workers gathered in the Motherhouse Chapel for the Missioning of sisters and associates and the blessing of co-workers. The theme “for all that will be – YES” was woven in responsorials and song. Sr. Martha Jacob’s missioning reflection celebrated our calling from God’s spirit within us; for justice in our everyday world; to open our eyes to his daily presence wherever we are; and to stay positive despite negative thoughts, discouragements and worries.

The Missioning and Blessing for The Ursuline Sisters residing at Mercy Sacred Heart nursing facility followed.

Friday, July 26, 2013

Jubilee Liturgy

A large gathering of Ursuline Sisters, employees, Associates and friends attended mass in the Motherhouse Chapel in Louisville, KY to celebrate the Jubilee years of thirteen sisters. The Jubilarians living in Mercy Sacred Heart nursing facility were able to attend with assistance, giving everyone a chance to honor all of this year’s celebrants at liturgy. The homily and reflections from Sr. Helen O’Brien talked about Jesus’ parable of the vine and the branches. Each of us, as branches, must remain close to the vine (God) to survive and bear fruit. The Jubilarians have certainly demonstrated their connection to the vine with fruitful ministries in their 85, 75, 70, 60 and 50 years of commitment and service. The liturgy included an invitation to all the Ursuline Sisters to renew their vows and concluded with the recessional song, “Veni Angela,” written by an unknown Ursuline Sister many years ago.
Our relationship with God is certainly personal. We each relate to the Divine Mystery in our own way. One may be formal, using traditional prayers and rituals. Another may sit in silence aware of God’s invitation to “Be still and know that I am God.” Someone else may speak to God as informally as Tevye from *Fiddler on the Roof.*

Yes, our relationships with God are uniquely personal; and, they are never meant to be private.

What we receive we are to share. It is a paradox that runs counter to what our culture often teaches – in order to have, we must possess and accumulate. In God’s ultimate reality, also known as kingdom, in order to have we must give freely of what we have received: time, talent, treasure and love.

The Angela Merici Center for Spirituality (AMC) is a ministry of the Ursuline Sisters. Its mission is to provide opportunities for individuals and groups to grow in a contemplative love of God that results in an openness and eagerness to serve the needs of others. In light of this mission, the director depends upon the advice of women and men who are willing to freely share their insights, expertise and wisdom so that the opportunities offered are timely, of high quality and meet the needs of those who might attend. It is my honor to introduce you to the newest members:

**Father Bob Ray** is recently retired from the pastorate; but that does not mean that he has stopped serving. He is on staff at the St. Luke Center, which is an outreach ministry to priests, deacons and religious, supplies sacramental ministry in areas of need and is serving on the AMC Advisory Board. Father Bob was drawn to serve on this board because of its mission, realizing that spiritual hunger is “timeless and evident in our culture....I hope to contribute to the collaborative effort in discerning the spiritual need of the people of our day. Together, I believe we will find creative and effective means to respond to these spiritual needs.”

**Patricia Turner** is a retired Jefferson County Public School librarian, currently on staff at Shively Area Ministries in Southwest Louisville. She is no stranger to the Ursuline Sisters. As an Ursuline Associate, Patricia has attended many AMC programs, including the School of Christian Living. “I am honored to be able to participate in planning new offerings for the AMC.” Her desire is to see the charism of Angela Merici, foundress of the Ursuline Sisters, reach beyond the Ursuline Campus to fill the spiritual hunger of people in many locations. “I hope [the advisory board] will be able to present a variety of programs and facilitators that will have a greater outreach. I am hopeful we can offer more interfaith opportunities and, of course, programs that will attract younger people.”

*continued on next page*
Kevin Thomas, PhD, is an assistant Professor in the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education at Bellarmine University and says he was drawn to be on the board because of AMC’s mission. “In this spirit, I hope to serve the AMC by assisting the center through my expertise in technology to reach a broader audience through social networking.”

Glenn William, DMin, is a pastoral counselor and the executive director of St. Matthews Pastoral Counseling Center. “What draws me to joining the board at AMC is the critical importance of spiritual direction. One does not progress far in this life of faith without it. As a pastoral counselor and spiritual director I often sit with persons on the boundary between soul-spirit and soul-ego. I come to AMC with no agenda other than to be faithfully present to discern the interaction between AMC’s mission and the world it serves.”

It is only right that these four individuals should be introduced in the issue of The Dome that acknowledges and extends great gratitude to all those who support the Ursuline Sisters. I have no doubt that Jesus would respond, “Well done good and faithful servants.”

---

PROGRAM & RETREAT SCHEDULE

Taizé Prayer
**Dates:** The second Monday of the month (November 11 and December 9) at 7 PM
**Time:** 7 PM
**Location:** Brescia Hall, 3105 Lexington Road, Louisville, KY
**Cost:** Free Will Offering

Sabbath Moments
**Dates:** The second Saturday of the month (November 9 and December 14)
**Time:** 10 AM – 12 Noon
**Topics:**
- November 9 – The Love of God in Nature - Sister Martha Buser, OSU
- December 14 – LOVE Made Flesh - Ginny Schaeffer
**Location:** Brescia Hall, 3105 Lexington Road, Louisville, KY
**Cost:** $10 per session

Soul Collage
**Dates:** Mondays, October 21, 28 & November 4
**Time:** 7 PM – 8 PM
**Facilitator:** Joan Zehnder, MA, A.T.R. (Art Therapist)
**Location:** Brescia Hall, 3105 Lexington Road, Louisville, KY
**Cost:** $60 (includes materials)

LOVE Incarnate: An Advent Reflection
**Date:** Saturday, December 14
**Time:** 10 AM – 2 PM
**Facilitator:** Ginny Schaeffer
**Location:** Brescia Hall, 3105 Lexington Road, Louisville, KY
**Cost:** $10

---

For more information or to register for programs visit www.amcspirituality.org or call 502-896-3945

---

i Psalm 46: 10
ii Matthew 25: 21
Dear Sisters, Associates and Friends,

On a personal note, we are in the middle of the school year and thought you might like to know what the four of us are doing. Sister Yuli is teaching the pre-school children in the Callao school, Santa Angela Merici. Towards the end of August, she gave a class regarding the Montessori Method of Teaching Children to grade-school teachers in Tarma (central Peru).

While Sister Carol was with her Ursuline community in Toledo, Ohio and visiting with family; the group of women practitioners who work with her in energy medicine in Carmen de la Legua, continue to bring this holistic approach of healing for the well-being of many patients.

Sister Sue continues to facilitate meetings for other religious communities, attended our own community meetings during Community Days in Louisville and visited with family and friends.

**Rehabilitation Center Is Curing the Cultural Stigma of Being Disabled**

Presently in Peru, a nation-wide medical strike by the doctors and nurses is finally being resolved. This strike is very alarming at this time due to the outbreak of the AH1N1 Flu, sometimes called the “Swine Flu.” According to the Ministry of Health, there have been 32 deaths and 546 severe cases. Families are trying to take precautions against the further spreading of this illness, especially for the children.

As I write my thoughts regarding the service of the Rehabilitation Center for Disabled Persons in San Miguel, Cajamarca, an eleven-year-old boy comes to my mind, and I have the urge to start with the words, “Once upon a time.” Juan is a “walking success story with a smile on his face,” and I must add that his mother now radiates more maturity and confidence in herself as a person. How did this happen? With the help of a compassionate mayor in Peru, who made it possible for Juan to have the necessary surgery at Children’s Hospital in Lima last summer. Yet this mayor and his understanding council did not do this alone. With the help of families and institutions INSIDE AND OUTSIDE of Peru, Juan’s mother (who traveled to Lima for the first time) had funds for fares, lodging and meals, and even had the use of a new wheelchair to take Juan long distances as she accompanied her son in his surgery to remove the congenital tumor on his forehead. Formerly he needed assistance to stand and walk on his own. After therapy in Lima, he now moves about freely with encouragement from family and friends.

Of course, Juan and so many others, continue to need therapy (physical and language therapy as well as family counseling). The distance to Lima from Cajamarca is over 350 miles (rough travel over land). Trujillo, with a little less distance, is the nearest city to San Miguel that has the possibility of therapy. But both cities require much effort and funds for the families involved. Thus, the Support Group for Special Needs Individuals, with the help of many friends and organizations, are finishing the construction of second floor of The Rehabilitation Center for Special Needs Persons, so that the patients with their families will be able to have these therapies in San Miguel. The Group has had three Therapy Campaigns announced by radio to the
One Physical Therapist from Lima people in the towns of the province of San Miguel for the patients and families of special needs individuals for physical and language therapy. In all three sessions, the response has been overwhelming. We now have the good fortune to have an official agreement with the University Alas Peruanas, who are preparing to send students in their practicing years to our Center for Rehabilitation.

On August 8th and 9th of this year, two members of the professional team of La Clinica San Juan de Dios, Lima (under the supervision of Brother William Pintado Saavedra of the congregation Hermanos Hospitalarios) came to San Miguel for meetings with the Support Group. Brother gave orientation and suggestions regarding the Rehabilitation Center and its best service to the people of the province. He also met with the families of the special needs persons and older patients in order that they could express their needs and opinions as well.

Soup Kitchen

The parish soup kitchen for school children in San Miguel is functioning very well, thanks to the enthusiasm of pastor Padre Juan Ruiz Peña; the mothers who cook; the volunteers who graciously help each day; the 115 students who participate; and of course the many good people who help to financially support this Corporate Work of Mercy for needy families. From Monday through Friday grade school and some high school students enjoy a hot meal between 11.30 am for the smaller children and 1.30 pm for the older students. Many of our visitors smile as they see the students making the Sign of the Cross and praying the prayers before and after meals. The “charge” for their meal each day is a piece of firewood, so that the six mothers on the team that week are able to cook the meal.

As I close this article I am reminded of a small phrase in our Book of Celebrations for the rural catechists: Jesus simply “walked through this life doing good.” This is what we all try to do.

Our prayers join yours always,
Sue, Kathy, Yuli and Carol

Support is a Parish Thing!

For the past 4 years, parishioners of St. Agnes Parish in Louisville, KY, have supported the Center for Rehabilitation for Handicapped Persons as part of their outreach efforts. The funds granted keep pushing the project forward to benefit the poor and marginalized.

“The goal of the St. Agnes Outreach Committee is to reach out with our stewardship gifts to support those groups working to help the less fortunate. The Rehabilitation Center in San Miguel is a wonderful example of the Ursuline Sisters’ seeing a need and addressing it. In reaching out to those least able to help themselves, the Center serves the whole community. We are happy to share in this ministry.”

Anne Sansbury
Chair, St. Agnes Parish Outreach Committee
Are You Ursuline Affected?

Have you been inspired by an Ursuline Sister?

If so, we would love to hear from you.
Please mail or email your comments to the Mission Advancement Office
3105 Lexington Road
Louisville, KY 40206
missionadvancement@ursulineslou.org

"I was a Bellarmine student in '80 when I was given a clinical practicum placement at the Ursuline Speech Clinic with Sr. Dorothy Frankrone, O.S.U. Sister Dorothy and I became best friends, sharing our experiences and faith journeys. She has been a wonderful professional mentor in speech-language pathology and a trusted friend for many years. I particularly enjoyed dinners at the Motherhouse with Sr. Dorothy and many of the Sisters, always welcoming me. I fondly remember Sr. Dorothy showing me the beautiful chapel before Christmas each year. I will never forget the lessons I learned from Sr. Dorothy--well beyond speech-language pathology!"

Mary Elder, M.S., CCC-SLP
Lead Speech-Language Pathologist
Louisville Pediatric Therapy Center

Ursuline Sisters Welcome UA Alumnae to the Sunday, November 3, 2013 Mass & Reception to remember deceased UA friends, classmates and faculty

10:30 AM Check-In
11 AM Mass at the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception
Ursuline Campus
Ursuline Motherhouse Bldg. #10
Reception follows until 2 PM
3115 Lexington Road, Louisville, KY 40206

Questions?
CONTACT: Ellen McKnight
Director of Mission Advancement/Alumnae Relations
502.515.7526 • emcknight@ursulineslou.org
**In Memoriam**

**Sister (Alice Marie) Eileen Carney**  
*April 16, 1932 - June 4, 2013*

Sister (Alice Marie) Eileen Carney, 81, died Tuesday, June 4, 2013 at the Ursuline Motherhouse in Louisville, KY. She was born in Cumberland, MD, and entered the Ursuline Sisters of Louisville in 1951. She received a Bachelor of Arts degree in education from Ursuline College in Louisville, and a Master of Arts degree in history from Creighton University, Omaha, NE. A majority of Sister Eileen’s 61-year ministry was in the areas of education and pastoral care. Besides Maryland, she served in Kentucky, Nebraska, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. Sister Eileen was a 1946 graduate of St. Mary High School in Cumberland. Her ministries in Maryland included assistant principal at Bishop Walsh High School in Cumberland; pastoral associate at St. Peter’s Church in Oakland and St. Patrick Parish in Mt. Savage; and chaplain at Sacred Heart Hospital and Western Maryland Regional Health System. In Louisville, Sister Eileen taught at St. Ann and St. Peter parish schools, Sacred Heart Academy (SHA) and Angela Merici High School (AMHS). She was principal for one year each at SHA and AMHS. Sister Eileen also served as a coordinator and pastoral minister at Marian Home on the Ursuline Campus from 1989 to 1998, and as a pastoral associate at Holy Spirit Parish in Jamestown, KY. She is survived by two sisters, Patricia Helmstetter and Mary Louise McGregor, both of LaVale, MD, and one brother, Fr. John Carney, of Laurel, MD, nieces and nephews and the Ursuline Community.

**Sister (Mary Paul) Ellen Friel**  
*February 26, 1924 – July 29, 2013*

Sister (Mary Paul) Ellen Friel, 89, died Monday, July 29, 2013 at Mercy Sacred Heart in Louisville, KY. She was the daughter of late Hugh and Catherine Friel and sister of late Grace McGinley Wayner, Marjorie Kirby, and Frank Friel. She is survived by brother John Friel, Sr., sister Mary Enright, nieces and nephews. Born in Pittsburgh, PA, she entered the Ursuline Sisters of Pittsburgh in 1949, which merged with the Ursuline Sisters of Louisville in 1958. She received a bachelor and a masters degree in education from Duquesne University. Her ministry was in the areas of education and technical support in institutions in Kentucky, Maryland, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and West Virginia. In Pittsburgh, Sister Ellen taught at Ursuline Academy, Lawrenceville Area Catholic lower school, and Our Lady of the Most Blessed Sacrament, St. Joseph and St. Regis parochial schools. She also taught at Sacred Heart parish school in Conemaugh, PA. She was on staff at St. Francis Hospital as a unit secretary and Carnegie Mellon University library as a micro-film technician. In Louisville, she taught at Our Lady of Lourdes parish school. Later, her ministries included Ursuline Convent and St. Mary Mercy Manor in Pittsburgh. She retired to Marian Home nursing facility in Louisville, KY, in 2007 and later became a resident of Mercy Sacred Heart when the Ursulines closed Marian Home in 2010.

**Mary M. Dues**  
*Ursuline Associate*

Mary M. Dues, 99, died on Tuesday, July 9, 2013, in Louisville, KY. Her husband of 57 years predeceased her. She is survived by one daughter, four sons, sixteen grandchildren and 21 great grandchildren. Mary signed her first Associate Covenant in 1986. When she was 85 years old Mary, a retired parochial school teacher, was featured in a 2000 OURS publication, which highlighted her spiritual work at a local retirement home where she resided at the time. She once wrote “I’m being an Associate wherever I’m planted and loving it.” Mary had two sisters-in-law who were Ursulines, deceased Sisters Amelia and Georgeline Dues.
DONATION NOTATIONS
From July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013

How money came in...

- Website/PayPal
- Grants
- Reunions
- Memorials
- Dome
- Thelma Scharfenberger Scholarship Appeal
- Peru Appeal
- Repeat Gifts
- Wills & Bequests

In Honor of...

- 2012 ANGELINE AWARD
  - RECIPIENT PATRICIA ANN GEIER
    - Karen Jarboe
    - Nanci Moore
- ALL JUBILARIANS
  - Paula Fangman
- ALL PEOPLE
  - Charles Johnson
- ALL THE SISTERS THAT WERE AT MARIAN HOME
  - Geraldine Gardner
- ALL THE SISTERS WHO TAUGHT US
  - Cathy and Billy Rogers
- ALL URSULINES
  - Rose Boyle
- SISTER ANTONINE BIVEN, OSU
  - Darlene and George Haarman
- SISTER MARTHA BUSER, OSU
  - Barbara Bosler
- SISTER ANDREA CALLAHAN, OSU
  - John and Yvonne Basil
  - John and Anne Brockington
  - Vince DiMaria
  - Kathleen Fowlkes
  - Mary Anne Hess
  - Doris Jovanelly
  - Charmaine Paslick
  - Dr. Perry Sangalli
- THE LOVE AND CARE GIVEN TO ELLA SCHNURR WHILE IN MARIAN HOME
  - Martha and James Lies
- SISTER ANDREA CALLAHAN’S 70TH JUBILEE
  - Beverly Belser
  - Kathleen Guy
- SISTER EILEEN CARNEY, OSU
  - Donald and Patricia Battista
- SYLVIA AND CHARLIE CHICO
  - Ann Marie Mancini

Where money went...

- Peru
- Ministry to the Poor
- Angela Merici Center for Spirituality
- The Greatest Need
- Care of Senior Sisters

This report reflects donations received between July 1, 2012 and June 30, 2013. Every effort was made to list all donors during this time. If your name is missing or is misspelled, please contact the Mission Advancement Office as soon as possible so we may check and/or correct our records.
SISTER ODILIA GADLAGE, OSU  
Leo Gadlage

SISTER GEORGINE GRABENSTEIN, OSU  
Ronald and Bette Grabenstein  
Anthony and Joyce Laing  
Mary Jane Lusby

SISTER MARY JO GRAMIG, OSU  
Linda Harris  
Deanna Hipwell  
Mary Ann Lehmann

SISTER MARY JO GRAMIG’S 50TH JUBILEE  
John and Beverley Ballantine  
Pamela Berry  
Father B.J. Breen  
Jerry Clayton  
Elizabeth Cole  
Sally Connolly and John Turner  
Colette and Tom Dineen  
Sister Carmelita Dunn, SCN  
Susan and Irv Foley  
Randi Grissom  
Saundra and Bob Grunkemeyer  
Deanna Hipwell  
Rick Knoop  
Mary Pat Mackin  
Anne Marie McMahon  
Colleen McVicar  
Janet Pisaneschi  
Cletus Ratterman  
George and Lisa Ratterman  
James and Pamela Ratterman  
Rose Marie Ratterman  
Ruth Ratterman  
Shirley Ratterman  
Raleigh Ridge  
Jane Sweeney  
Lynda Toombs

SISTER JULIENNE GUY, OSU  
Beverly Belser  
Vince DiMaria

SISTER MARTHA JACOB, OSU  
Michael and Patricia Sermersheim

SISTER LEILA MARIE KIRCHNER, OSU  
Marie Esselmann  
Lucille McIntyre  
Ken and LaVerne Vierling  
Anabell Welch

SISTER MARY DONATA KOKOT, OSU  
Vince DiMaria  
Daresdean Kim  
Fla Selby

SISTER ANNE MARY LOCHNER, OSU  
Darlene and George Haarman

SISTER MARIA GORETTI LOVETT, OSU  
Harrietta Allen  
Beverly Belser  
Vince DiMaria  
Kathleen Fowlkes

SISTER PATRICIA LOWMAN, OSU  
Martha Dooley  
Stephen and Vonda Lincoln  
Gail Ann Meyer

SISTER LORRAINE MAGINOT, OSU  
Joseph Maginot  
Dolores Peters  
Linda Walker

SISTER MARILYN MUELLER, OSU  
Angela Stockton

SISTER ROSE ANN MULLER, OSU  
William and Stella Muller

SISTER ANNUNCIATA MUTH, OSU  
Anthony and Julia Armstrong  
Robert Armstrong

SISTER MARY PERPETUA NAUERT, OSU  
Jean L. Hutchinson

SISTER PERPETUA NAUERT’S 60TH JUBILEE  
Robert and Nancy Raible

SISTER KATHLEEN NEELY, OSU  
Kathryn Mattingly  
Thomas Mattingly

SISTER HELEN O’BRIEN, OSU  
Mark Hohmann  
Nancy Lewis  
Rev. Gerald Timmel

CHARLOTTE PASSAFIUME  
Kathy Passafiume

SISTER EMILY PEETZ, OSU  
Darlene Oaks  
Keith Peetz, Jr.

SISTER JANET MARIE PETERWORTH, OSU  
John and Jeannette Beuge  
Melvin and Jeannine Nix  
Phyliss White

SISTER EVELINA PISANESCHI, OSU  
Janet Pisaneschi

MILDRED AND THOMAS RANSDELL  
Jean Johnson

SISTER MARY DENISE ROBERTS, OSU  
Jeffrey and Aubrey Jordan  
John and Dolores Roberts

SISTER MILDRED MAE RUEFF, OSU  
John and Yvonne Held, Jr.

SISTER MILLIE MAE RUEFF’S BIRTHDAY  
J. Guy and Phyllis Conces

SISTER MARY TERENCE SCHMITT, OSU  
Gail Ann Meyer

GRETCHEN SCHMUCKIE  
Rosemary Schmuckie

MARY ELIZABETH SCHUTZ  
Doris Schutz

SISTER MARY THELMA SHEEHAN, OSU  
Geneva Meehan

SISTER SHIRLEY ANN SIMMONS, OSU  
Dorothy Erwin

SISTER MARY MARIA STAARMAN, OSU  
Mary Anne Hess  
William and Margaret Staarmann

SISTER SARAH STAUBLE, OSU  
John and Doris Trimble  
Ken and LaVerne Vierling

SISTER SARAH STAUBLE’S 60TH JUBILEE  
Colleen Freeman  
Mary Marlene Wolf

THE SCHMUCKIE FAMILY  
Catherine Morgan

THE SISTERS OF ST. PATRICK’S NORTH PLATTE, NE  
Dr. Thomas Dieringer  
John Marquette  
Richard Samuelson

THE SISTERS WHO TAUGHT AT ST. GEORGE SCHOOL  
Frank Owens

THE SISTERS WHO TAUGHT AT URSULINE ACADEMY PITTSBURG  
Johanna Neilly Troy

THE SISTERS WHO TAUGHT AT URSULINE COLLEGE  
Mary Marlene Wolf

THE URSULINE SISTERS  
Don and Anne Kazery, Sr.

THE URSULINE SISTERS WHO TAUGHT ME  
Mary Mulligan

SISTER MARY CATHERINE VUKMANIC, OSU  
Judith Whitesell  
The Most Reverend J. Kendrick Williams

SISTER ANTHONY WARGEL, OSU  
Harrietta Allen  
Gary and Kathy Anderson  
Anonymous  
John and Yvonne Basil  
Charline Brandt  
John and Anne Brockington  
Kathleen and Joe Cenci  
Paul DeBorde  
Shelby and Mary Alma DeBorde  
R.W. and Constance Degenhart  
Vince DiMaria  
James and Rita Finn  
Doris Jovanelly  
Jerry and Nancy Kleier  
Cesar and Nene Macatangay  
Ruth Ann Miller  
Gerry and Carol O’Farrell  
Julie and Chris Sopp  
Jonathan and Christie Stier  
Mary Kathryn Vowels  
Paul and Betty Jo Wargel  
Doris Young

SISTER ANTHONY WARGEL’S 80TH JUBILEE  
Beverly Belser  
Jerry and Nancy Kleier

SISTER LORNA WEILER, OSU  
Dr. John Spalding Gatton  
Virginia Smythe

SISTER JEAN ANNE ZAPPA, OSU  
Patricia Ashbrook
Gifts Received July 1, 2012 – June 30, 2013

SISTER EILEEN CARNEY, OSU
A.B. and Joan Clem
Clara Dougherty
Colette and Tom Dumstorf
Phyllis Haag
Elizabeth Hammond
Patricia Helmstetter
Mary Margaret King
The Light of Christ Prayer Group
Lucille McIntyre
Eithne McMullen
Geneva Meehan
Anastasia Norton
Jimmy Sell
Mary Ann Vogt
Mary Marlene Wolf
Jacquelyn and George Wolfe

JOSEPH AND MARIE CARTA, SR.
Eugene and Delores Carta
TONY CARTA
Eugene and Delores Carta

SISTER MARY SAMUEL CARTER, OSU
Jerry and Katherine Bean
Daresdean Kim

WILLIAM CARTER, SR.
Jerry and Katherine Bean
MARY HAMPTON CARTWRIGHT
Clifton and Mary Kessler
BARBARA CASSIDY
Alvin Cassidy
William and Regina Emrich

In Memory of …

AUSTIN ELMO ABELL
Carol Cutsinger
SISTER ELISSA ADAMS, OSU
Virginia Smythe
ALL THE URSLINE SISTERS WHO TAUGHT ME
Mary Mulligan
BERNARD ALLGEIER
Mildred Allgeier
SISTER FRANCES MARIE ANDRIOT, OSU
James and Susan Andriot
RUTH ARBEGUST
Joseph Besendorf
MARCELLA BARNEY
Mary Louise Hall
John and Doris Trimble
HENRY BARRETT
Claire Barrett
YVONNE BASS
Jeanette Wahl
JOHN BEGGS
Carol Coyle
CLARENCE BELL
Marita Neichter
JOE AND ELIZABETH BLAIR
Martha Blair
SISTER GABRIEL BLOTTER, OSU
Linda Lenzen
BARBARA BOGOVICH
Paul Bogovich
SISTER MARY JOACHIM BOGOVICH, OSU
Paul Bogovich
SISTER HILDA BOHR, OSU
Jo Ann Burke
MARIE BOONE
Marilyn and Bob Beam
GILES BORDERS
Karen Borders
SISTER CASILDA BOWLING, OSU
Elizabeth Grzemkowski
RUTH BOYLE
Rose Boyle
SISTER MICHAEL BOYLE, OSU
Kate McCormick
SISTER MARY CONSOLATA BREIGHNER, OSU
Marilyn and Bob Beam
SISTER HELEN BREIGHNER, OSU
Louise Connolly
Michael and Helen Eder
SISTER WILMA BREIGHNER, OSU
Michael and Helen Eder
FRANK AND DOROTHY BROTZGE
Jeanne Whelan
FIDALIES BROWN
Ann Kist
SISTER LILLIAN ANN BROWN, OSU
Elise Boyd
Mary Jane Smith
SISTER MARY ROMAINE BRYAN, OSU
Lisa Kimball
TOM BRYAN
Regina Fultz
SISTER MARY LAURANA BURKE, OSU
Michael Darn
SISTER MERCIC BURKE, OSU
Ann Roins
JAY CAMPBELL
Marita Neichter
DEBORAH CANARY
Mary Susan Clark
SISTER MARY MICHAEL BOYLE, OSU
Kate McCormick
SISTER EILEEN CARNEY, OSU
A.B. and Joan Clem
Clara Dougherty
Colette and Tom Dumstorf
Phyllis Haag
Elizabeth Hammond
Patricia Helmstetter
Mary Margaret King
The Light of Christ Prayer Group
Lucille McIntyre
Eithne McMullen
Geneva Meehan
Anastasia Norton
Jimmy Sell
Mary Ann Vogt
Mary Marlene Wolf
Jacquelyn and George Wolfe
JOSEPH AND MARIE CARTA, SR.
Eugene and Delores Carta
TONY CARTA
Eugene and Delores Carta
SISTER MARY SAMUEL CARTER, OSU
Jerry and Katherine Bean
Daresdean Kim
WILLIAM CARTER, SR.
Jerry and Katherine Bean
MARY HAMPTON CARTWRIGHT
Clifton and Mary Kessler
BARBARA CASSIDY
Alvin Cassidy
William and Regina Emrich
IRENE CLIFFORD
Patricia McTigue
SISTER MARY VALERIA CONEN, OSU
Fred and Martha Kuester
WILLIAM CONNOLLY
Joseph Besendorf
SISTER JULIANA CORBY, OSU
Kathleen Nemes
DOROTHY COYLE
Carol Coyle
EDWIN COYLE
Carol Coyle
FLORENCE COYLE
Carol Coyle
JIM CRONIN
Earl and Mary Lena Buehner
CHARLES CUTSINGER
Carol Cutsinger
KENNETH AND ANGELA DALE
Barbara Harrison
SISTER ERNESTINE DAVIES, OSU
David and Diane Lohr
Mary Ernestine Lohr
LENA DEBORDE
Shelby and Mary Alma DeBorde
DECEASED CLASSMATES OF URSLINE ACADEMY 1954
Patricia Froman
LENA DEBORDE
Shelby and Mary Alma DeBorde
DECEASED MEMBERS OF THE LESOUSKY FAMILY
Rev. John Lesousky, CR
DECEASED MEMBERS OF THE SCHARFENBERGER FAMILY
Father John Brezovec
DECEASED MEMBERS OF THE URSLINE ACADEMY CLASS OF 1952
Romano Mazzoli
DECEASED SISTERS WHO WERE MY TEACHERS
Barbara Hager
CATHERINE DEFELICE
Karen Borders
SHIRLEY DEFELICE
Martha Blair
SISTER MARY MICHAEL BOYLE, OSU
Kate McCormick
SISTER MARY CONSOLATA BREIGHNER, OSU
Marilyn and Bob Beam
SISTER HELEN BREIGHNER, OSU
Louise Connolly
Michael and Helen Eder
SISTER WILMA BREIGHNER, OSU
Michael and Helen Eder
FRANK AND DOROTHY BROTZGE
Jeanne Whelan
FIDALIES BROWN
Ann Kist
SISTER LILLIAN ANN BROWN, OSU
Elise Boyd
Mary Jane Smith
SISTER MARY ROMAINE BRYAN, OSU
Lisa Kimball
TOM BRYAN
Regina Fultz
SISTER MARY LAURANA BURKE, OSU
Michael Darn
SISTER MERCIC BURKE, OSU
Ann Roins
JAY CAMPBELL
Marita Neichter
DEBORAH CANARY
Mary Susan Clark
SISTER MARY MICHAEL BOYLE, OSU
Kate McCormick
SISTER EILEEN CARNEY, OSU
A.B. and Joan Clem
Clara Dougherty
Colette and Tom Dumstorf
Phyllis Haag
Elizabeth Hammond
Patricia Helmstetter
Mary Margaret King
The Light of Christ Prayer Group
Lucille McIntyre
Eithne McMullen
Geneva Meehan
Anastasia Norton
Jimmy Sell
Mary Ann Vogt
Mary Marlene Wolf
Jacquelyn and George Wolfe
JOSEPH AND MARIE CARTA, SR.
Eugene and Delores Carta
TONY CARTA
Eugene and Delores Carta
SISTER MARY SAMUEL CARTER, OSU
Jerry and Katherine Bean
Daresdean Kim
WILLIAM CARTER, SR.
Jerry and Katherine Bean
MARY HAMPTON CARTWRIGHT
Clifton and Mary Kessler
BARBARA CASSIDY
Alvin Cassidy
William and Regina Emrich
IRENE CLIFFORD
Patricia McTigue
SISTER MARY VALERIA CONEN, OSU
Fred and Martha Kuester
WILLIAM CONNOLLY
Joseph Besendorf
SISTER JULIANA CORBY, OSU
Kathleen Nemes
DOROTHY COYLE
Carol Coyle
EDWIN COYLE
Carol Coyle
FLORENCE COYLE
Carol Coyle
JIM CRONIN
Earl and Mary Lena Buehner
CHARLES CUTSINGER
Carol Cutsinger
KENNETH AND ANGELA DALE
Barbara Harrison
SISTER ERNESTINE DAVIES, OSU
David and Diane Lohr
Mary Ernestine Lohr
LENA DEBORDE
Shelby and Mary Alma DeBorde
DECEASED CLASSMATES OF URSLINE ACADEMY 1954
Patricia Froman
LENA DEBORDE
Shelby and Mary Alma DeBorde
DECEASED MEMBERS OF THE LESOUSKY FAMILY
Rev. John Lesousky, CR
DECEASED MEMBERS OF THE SCHARFENBERGER FAMILY
Father John Brezovec
DECEASED MEMBERS OF THE URSLINE ACADEMY CLASS OF 1952
Romano Mazzoli
DECEASED SISTERS WHO WERE MY TEACHERS
Barbara Hager
CATHERINE DEFELICE
Karen Borders
SHIRLEY DEFELICE
Martha Blair
Karen Borders
Eugene and Delores Carta
Joseph Carta
Michael and Kathleen Dicken
Mr. and Mrs. Jud Gibbs and Family
Eugene Hofmann
Mary Jo Hruska
James Hughes
Linda Jansing
Kevin and Julie Lamkin
Bettye Mattingly
Barbara Mayer
Terry and Mary Rita McDevitt
Gifts Received July 1, 2012 – June 30, 2013
In Memory of …

THE JOHN G. STEINMETZ FAMILY
John Steinmetz
SISTER IDA JONES, OSU
Linda Lenzen
Barbara Rowe
RUTH KEELING
Stephanie S. Eiden
CAROLYN KELLY
Martha Bennett
EDITH KEMPER
Karen Borders
NORBERT KEMPER
Karen Borders
STEVE KEMPER
Karen Borders
SISTER REGIS MARIE KENNA, OSU
Margaret Byers
DOROTHY KIGHTLINGER
Mildred Allgeier
Jeanette Wahl
FRANK KILROY
Mary Margaret Kilroy
KEVIN KILROY
Mary Margaret Kilroy
DORIS PETERWORTH KINSER
Kathy Passafiume
GEORGE AND MARY L. KOPP
Mary Ann and Gerald Hubbs
MOUNETTE KORNBLUM
Barbara Rowe
HELEN KREMER
Ronald and Suzanne Bona-Hatem
Marilyn Jenkins
AMANDA KRUSE
Frances Ann Tompkins
SISTER LILLIAN RUTH LARKIN, OSU
Margaret Byers
ANNA V. LESOUSKY
Daresdean Kim
Jeanette Wahl
SISTER CHRISTINE LESOUSKY, OSU
Mari DeCuir
Rev. John Lesousky, CR
SISTER MARY LAVINIA LESOUSKY, OSU
Rev. John Lesousky, CR
SISTER ALMA LIEBERT, OSU
John Kaelin
SISTER MARCELLUS LIEBERT, OSU
John Kaelin
BRUCE LINCOLN
Rev. Daniel Lincoln
MARGARET M. LINCOLN
Rev. Daniel Lincoln
MSGR. ANTON LINK
Linda Lenzen
SISTER GEORGE MARIE LONG, OSU
Robert Armstrong
MATILDA LYNN
Jo Ann Feller
PATRICIA A. MAGUIRE
A. Louise Strehle
SISTER CLARE AGNES MAGUIRE, OSU
Barbara Rowe
CARL MALANGA
Mary Lou Malanga
ARMANDO MANCINI, MD
Ann Marie Mancini
GIL C. MANGOLD
Mary Lou Mangold
SISTER MARY DENIS MARCELLE, OSU
Susan M Herman
ZELMA MASON
Elizabeth Bonifer
EDWARD MATTINGLY
Daniel Martin Mattingly
Kathryn Mattingly
MARY THERESE MATTINGLY
Daniel Martin Mattingly
Kathryn Mattingly
CHARLIE MAYS
Jeanette Wahl
HELEN MAZZOLI
The Campisano Family
Michael and Betty Azzara
Joan Baldwin
Barbara Ballard
Beverly Bisig
Leonilda Brown
Irwin and Carol Jean Cutler, Jr.
Fran and Junie Delaney
Rosanne Dillon
Pat and Gini Duffy
Colette and Tom Dumstorf
Rev. William Fichteman
Brenda Frank
Ben and Barbara Friedman
Phyllis and Dick Frymire
Margaret Gerber
Saundra and Bob Grunkemeyer
Betty Harrison
Jo Anne Hohman
Holly Holland
Mary Jo Hruska
Mary Ann and Gerald Hubbs
Catherine and Arthur Kopp
Eric Lesser
Anthony and Lorraine Mandolini
Romano Mazzoli
Joyce McKiernan
Harris Miller
Thomas and Elenore Moore
Mortenson Family Dental
T. Michael Nevins
Coleman O’Brien
George Perkins
Mike and Cindy Phelps
Mary Ann Schissel
Sunana Sohi
Joe and Carol Spalding
Andrew Thackray
Dennis and Kimberly Thomas
Jeanette Wahl
Alvin and Sally Wax
Anabella Welch
Joan Winkler
SISTER DOLORETTA MCKUNE, OSU
Dr. Suzanne Lenhart
LONNIE MEISNER
Margaret Rightor
MARK MEISNER
Margaret Rightor
NANCY MERRIMAN
Carol Coyle
SISTER EUGENIUS METZGUER, OSU
Beverly Belser
ANGELA RITA METZLER
Beverly Metzler
SISTER MARIANNA MEYSSSEN, OSU
Betty Rickenbacker
SISTER BASIL MILLER, OSU
Mary Dougherty
SISTER ROSAIRE MILTENBERGER, OSU
Charlie and Jane Beard
Regina Blubaugh
Midge Cessna
Phyllis Haag
Teresa Herschberger
James Hughes
Ruth Jaeger
Joan Lynch
Dianne Manias
Geneva Meehan
Jack and Hilda Miltenberger
Carolyne Wickie
RAYMOND AND LUCILLE MINGUS
Joyce Simmons
MARCELLA MOORE
Manita Neichter
SISTER CARMENCITA MOORE, OSU
Jeaninne Sandlin
TODD FRANCIS MOORE
Betty Moore
SISTER CLAIRE MOUNTREY, OSU
Daresdean Kim
SISTER MARY MUELLER, OSU
James and Ruth Mueller
Doris Pierce
MY TEACHERS
Mary Miller
TED NAGEL, JR.
Joan Nagel
SISTER ALBERTA NEPL, OSU
Mary Kathryn Vowels
SOPHIE NICHTER
Mary Nichter
SISTER URSULA O’CONNELL, OSU
Linda Lenzen
SISTER MARLENE OETKEN, OSU
  Donald and Kathy Clem
  Maureen Vandevelde

SISTER MODESTA OLBERZ, OSU
  Carolyn O’Rourke

SISTER FRANCETTA OLGES, OSU
  Naemi and Jim Olges

OUR URSULINE TEACHERS
  William and Regina Emrich

SISTER CLETA PFAADT, OSU
  Daresean Kim

JIM AND SALLY PIATT
  Michael Dorn

HELEN PLIS
  Ann Kist

SISTER AGNITA PORTREY, OSU
  Ilene Good

SISTER MARION PORTREY, OSU
  Ilene Good

MARY ELLEN RAHM
  Ann Raina

MARVIN RAMSAY
  Earl and Mary Lena Buehner

FRANCIS RATTERMAN
  John and Doris Trimble

GEORGE REISCHMAN
  Carol Coyle

GERTRUDE REISCHMAN
  Carol Coyle

HERBERT REISCHMAN
  Carol Coyle

PETER REISCHMAN
  Carol Coyle

RICHARD REISCHMAN
  Carol Coyle

SYLVIA REISCHMAN
  Carol Coyle

W. CHARLES RIGHTOR
  Margaret Rightor

SISTER MARY ROSE ROHMANN, OSU
  Robert and Ruby Dawson
  Phyllis Haag
  Paula Habbs
  James Hughes
  Barbara Mayer
  Geneva Meehan
  Karen Vessels

HILDA RALEY RALEY
  Saddler
  Jeanette Saddler Taylor

CATHERINE SAUTER
  Mary Rose Wright

THELMA SCHAFENBERGER
  Joseph Cardile

PAUL “SKIP” SCHELL
  Paula Schell

CAROLYN SCHEPERS
  Hardie’s
  R. Dolores Vogel
  Phillip Weis

C. MARIE SCHMUCKIE
  Catherine Morgan

JAMES MAURICE SCHMUCKIE, SR.
  Rosemary Schmuckie

FORREST SCHOENBACHLER, SR.
  Anne Schoenbachler

LOUISE SCHOO
  Marian Schwind

SISTER DOMINIC SCHULER, OSU
  Donald and Margaret Medley
  Karen Medley
  Frank Schuler

SISTER JULIA SCHULER, OSU
  Donald and Margaret Medley

SISTER GERTRUNELLA SCHUTTE, OSU
  Marilyn and Bob Beam

CLARENCE AND DOROTHY SCHWEINHART
  Clarissa Duvall

SISTER ROMANA SELTER, OSU
  Thelma Thompson

MIKE SHAUGHNESSY
  Rita Shaughnessy

SISTER THECLA SHIEL, OSU
  M. Shiela Mudd

EMILY SIMMONS
  Barbara Simmons

SISTER MARY DONALD SINKHORN, OSU
  Helen Sinkhorn
  Mark and Donna Sinkhorn

SISTERS OF ST. PATRICK’S NORTH PLATTE, NE
  John Marquette

SISTERS WHO TAUGHT AT ST. PATRICK-NORTH PLATTE, NE
  William E. Jeffers Jr.

SISTERS WHO TAUGHT AT ST. PETER
  Marcia Long

SISTERS WHO TAUGHT AT URSULINE ACADEMY
  Marcia Long

SISTER MARGUERITE SOETE, OSU
  Charline Brandt
  Jeanette Wahli

SPECIAL FAMILY MEMBERS OF CAROL COYLE
  Carol Coyle

SISTER MARY BLANCHE SPRIGGS, OSU
  Jack and Jamie Winner

SISTER MARY ADELAIDE SQUIRES
  Michael and Martha Uberta

GERALDINE STANDISH
  Carol Coyle

JEFF STANDISH
  Carol Coyle

WATSON STANDISH
  Carol Coyle

WILLIAM STANDISH
  Carol Coyle

EDWARD STAUBLE
  Carol and Stan Fossick
  Mary Louise Hall
  John and Doris Trimble

KENNETH STEPHENSON
  Martha Stephenson

BERNARD STREHLE
  A. Louise Strehle

ANDREW AND JUANITA STROTHMAN
  Shirley Lazrovitch

SISTER MARY NICHOLAS STUBER, OSU
  Ann Marie Sansbury

SERENA SUMMERS
  Mary Louise Hall
  John and Doris Trimble

NORMA TENNEY
  Frank Tenney

THE HEIL FAMILY
  R. Dolores Vogel

THE SHIEL FAMILY
  John and Betty Bentz

THE SISTERS WHO TAUGHT AT SS. PETER & PAUL IN CUMBERLAND, MD
  William A. Leasure, Jr.

THE SISTERS WHO TAUGHT US AT ST. VINCENT DE PAUL
  Roger Lucheta

THE SPRAUER AND DOERR FAMILIES
  Joyce Doerr

THE THOMAS FAMILY FROM MORGANTOWN, WV
  A. Charles Thomas

DOROTHY TKAC
  Anne Williams

CLEONA TONINI
  Mary and Ernie Wilding

ELMORE TONINI
  Mary and Ernie Wilding

FRANCES ELIZABETH TUCKER
  Mary Ellen Tucker

LILLIAN TURNER
  Mary Louise Turner

SISTER ANGELA VAN NATTA, OSU
  Doris Beuttenmuller
## Donors

### Gifts Received July 1, 2012 – June 30, 2013

**Donations**

- Wanda Abell
- Leona Achee
- George Ackerman
- Patty Ackerman
- Elaine Adams
- Bobbie Adang
- Harrietta Allen
- Sue Ann Allen
- Mildred Allgeier
- Nancy Am lung
- Gary and Kathy Anderson
- James and Susan Andriot
- Anonymous
- Brad and Debbie Armbruster
- Anthony and Julia Armstrong
- Bob and Beverley Ble lantine
- Barbara Ballard
- Claire Barrett
- John Barrett
- Richard and Josephine Barrett
- John and Yvonne Basil
- Donald and Patricia Battista
- Bob and Marilyn Beam
- Jerry and Katherine Bean
- Charlie and Jane Beard
- Clare Beckner
- Beverly Belser
- Martha Bennett
- Doris Bensley
- John and Betty Bentz
- Peg Bergamini
- Pamela Berry
- Joseph Besendorf
- John and Jeanette Beuge
- Doris Beuttenmuller
- Marjorie Bindner
- Ron and Beverly Bisig
- Ruth Bizot
- Virginia Blackburn
- Joseph Blair
- Martha Blair
- Dorothy Bloomer
- Sue Ann Bloomer
- Regina Blubaugh
- Paul Bogovich
- Mary Douglass Boldrick
- Ronald and Suzanne Bona-Hatem
- Charles and Elizabeth Bonifer
- Karen Borders
- Mary Lee Borders
- Barbara Basler
- Alice Bowling
- Bernard and Mary Bowling, Jr.
- Jane Bowling
- Elsie Boyd
- Rose Boyle
- William Boyle
- Mary Glen Bradbury
- Charline Brandt
- Father B.J. Breen
- Father Jack Brezovec
- Donna and Jean Michel Briquet
- Ronald Britt
- John and Anne Brockington
- Mary Louise Brogan
- Leonilda Brown
- Richard Brown
- Frances Brownfield
- Mary Lee Broyles
- Earl and Lena Buehner
- Phyllis Burgan
- Jo Ann Burke
- Tom and Theresa Burnside
- Anne Burnstein
- Theresa Butler
- Margaret Byers
- Helen Cain
- Alma Jean Campbell
- The Campisano Family
- Alice Carpenter
- Barbara Carpenter
- Joan Carrico
- Eugene and Delores Carta
- Joseph Carta
- Joseph Cartledge
- Doris Cascino
- Patricia Casillo
- Alvin Cassidy
- Pam Catlett
- Nell Cecil
- Kathleen and Joe Cenci
- Mary Douglass Cessna
- Mary Pat Chady
- Rev. Robert Chamberlain
- Pat Chervenak
- Carol Chester
- Mary Susan Clark
- Jerry Clayton
- A.B. and Joan Clem
- Donald and Kathy Clem
- Doris Cogan
- Elizabeth Cole
- Clara Collet
- Sandra Collins
- J. Guy and Phyllis Conc e
- Louise Connolly
- Sally Connolly and John Turner
- Contemplative Outreach of Kentucky
- John and Anne Cook
- Evelyn Coppening
- Agnes Corbett
- Ruth Corder
- Mary Alice Coveney
- Martha Cox
- Carol Coyle
- Mary Crable
- Mary Ann Currier
- Buddy and Carol Cutler, Jr.
- Carol Cutsinger
- Judith D’Ambrosio
- Robert and Ruby Dawson
- Dean, Dorton, Allen and Ford
- Paul and Patsy Deborde
- Shelby and Mary Alma DeBorde
- Dennis DeCarlo
- Michele DeCarlo
- Mari DeCur
- Shirley DeFelice
- R.W. and Constance Degenhart
- Mary Catherine Deibel
- Fran and Junie Delaney
- Norma and Edward Delmenhorst
- Jerry and Jane Dentinger
- Pat Volz
- Jake Volz
- Mildred Vowels
- Darlene Stoddard
- Susan Wagner
- Philip Wagner, Jr.
- Vernece Wagner
- Philip Wagner, Jr.
- Sister Concetta Waller, OSU
  - Marilyn and Bob Beam
- Sister Victor Waller, OSU
  - Marilyn and Bob Beam
  - Maureen Vandevelde
- Sister Pius Vandevelde, OSU
  - Joe and Margaret Stemle, Jr.
- Henry and Alma Weickel
  - Martha Stephenson
- Ann C. Williams
  - Mary Lou Mangold
- Nancy Williams
  - James and Mary Rogers
- Sister Mary Jeanine Wolff, OSU
  - Ann Kupper
- DeLores Worthington
  - Carol Coyle
- Paul Worthington
  - Carol Coyle
- Sister Rosalita Wuersch, OSU
  - Sharon Holliday
  - Leonilda Jamison
- Sister Vincentia Yarnall, OSU
  - Linda Lenzen
  - Eugene and Rosemary Turano
- Sister Jean Zeller, OSU
  - Susan M Herman
- Joyce Zinner
  - Jeannette Wahl
- Sister Leonilda Zoeller, OSU
  - Leonilda Brown
  - Leonilda Jamison

---

**PLEASE NOTE: UNACKNOWLEDGED AND UNNAMED DONORS INCLUDE:**

Donations made in memory of...
Gifts Received July 1, 2012 – June 30, 2013

Emily Devine
Emily Elizabeth Devine
Michael and Kathleen Dicken
Dr. Thomas Dieringer
Rosanne Dillon
Pasquale and Ann Dimaio
Dolores DiMaria
Vince DiMaria
Patricia Dion
Jim and Joyce Doerr
Martha Dooley
Mary Sue Doran
Michael Dorn
Cynthia Dougan
Clara Dougherty
Mary Dougherty
Emminelda Downs
Marcella Downs
John and Monica Dressman
Pat and Gini Duffy
Tom and Colette Dumstorf
Sister Carmelita Dunn, SCN
Clarissa Duvall
Mary Lou Ebersold
Eugene and Patricia Eckert
Michael and Helen Eder
Mike and Shirley Ehrler
William and Lucy Eichberger
Stephanie Eiden
Mary Constance Emmerich
William and Regina Emrich
Mary Jane Eppinger
Dorothy Erwin
Marie Esselmann
Viola Eve
Julia Fairfax
Charles Falk
Paula Fangman
Lou Ella Fante
Karen Farrington
Arleen Faulkner
John Fehringer
The Fehringer Family
Emily Felhoelter
Jo Ann Ferrer
Joan Ferry
Rev. William Fichteman
James and Rita Finn
Ann Fisher
Bernice Fisher
Sandra Fitz
Norma Fitzmayer
Susan Foley
Gloria Fortwengler
Stan and Carol Fossick
Kathleen Foster
Kathleen Fowlkes
Suzanne Fox
Joseph Foy
Brenda Frank
Jean Frazier
Colleen Freeman
Jim Frick
Ben and Barbara Friedman
Patricia Froman
Phyllis and Dick Frymire
Regina Jean Fultz
Vicki Furtell
Louise Gaddie
Leo Gadlage
James and Isabelle Gallagher
Janet Games
Geraldine Gardner
Mary Lynn Garrett
Dr. John Spalding Gatton
Rita Gawarecki
Kathleen Gdaniec
Margaret Gerber
Vernetta Gettelfinger
Mr. and Mrs. Jud Gibbs and Family
Ellen and Thomas Giesler
Shirley Giuliano
Agnes Godar
Stella Godbey
Shirley Goins
Ilene Good
Teri Gordon
Margaret Gornet
Mary Graa
Ronald and Bette Grabenstein
Albert Grant
Rose Marie Grenwald
Betty Griffith
Randi Grissam
Saundra and Bob Grunkemeyer
Elizabeth Grzemkowski
Kathleen Gunderson
Kathleen Guy
Phyllis Haag
Darlene and George Haarman
Bernadine Hafner
Frank and Barbara Hager
John Hahler, Jr.
Mary Louise Hall
Betty Hammond
Dennis Hanley
Hardees
Rosemary Harkins
Elizabeth Harris
Karen Harris
Linda Harris
Barbara Harrison
Betty Harrison
Dennis and Nancy Haugh
Julie Hauntz
Jacqueline Hearn
Hilery and Joan Hedges
Thomas and Marcia Heil
Mary Heininge
John and Yvonne Held, Jr.
Donna and Richard Helm
Pat Helmstetter
Michael and Jeanie Hendricks
Mary Jane Henritz
Jacqueline and John Herde
William and Susan Herman
Deborah Ann Herrington
Teresa Hersherberger
Mary Anne Hess
Louis Hettinger
Raymond and Rita Hettinger
Charles Higgins
Anthony & Sharon Hildenbrand, Jr.
Miriam Hildenbrandt
Myrna and Don Hinkebein
Deanna Hipwell
Patricia and Mike Hobbs
Paula Hobbs
Eugene and Andre Hofmann
Jo Anne Hohman
Mark Hohmann
Holly Holland
Sharon Holliday
Mary Rita Horn
Joan Hruby
Mary Jo Hruska
Mary Ann and Gerald Hubbs
Shirley Hubert
Jim Hughes
Mildred Hulsewede
Katherine Hunt
Jean Hutchinson
Virginia Hyman
Patricia Ingold
Ruth Jaeger
Leonilda Jamison
Stephen Janda
Linda Jansing
Karen Jarboe
William Jeffers
Marilyn Jenkins
Sharon Jewell
Charles Johnson
Jean Johnson
Lester Johnson, Jr.
Jeff and Aubrey Jordan
Doris Jovanelly
John Kaelin
Mary Anne Kahler
Judith Kaleher
Rosalie and Carroll Kamer
Dan and Anne Kazery, Sr.
Lana Kelly
Dr. Paul Keby
Clifton and Mary Kessler
Janet and Ron Ketterer
Mary Margaret Kilroy
Doresdean Kim
Lisa Kimball
Dennis and Eileen King
Doris Marie King
Mary Margaret King
Regina and Robert Kinny
Ann Kist
Anne Klapheke
Jerry and Nancy Kleier
Lawrence Knabel, Jr
Knights of Columbus - Sidney, NE
Rick Knoop
Joyce Koeberlein
Artie and Catherine Kopp
Carol Kopp
Mary Anne Kosse
Fran Kozlowsky
Fred and Martha Kuester
William and Clara Kuhl
Margie Kummer
Cheryle Kuntz
Ann Kupper
Donors

Gifts Received July 1, 2012 – June 30, 2013
Donors

Regina Schmidt
James Schmitt
Jane Schmitt
Norma Schmitt
Robert Schmuckie
Rosemary Schmuckie
Anne Schoenbachler
Mary Schrage
Frank Schuler
Elizabeth Schulte
Jeanne Schultz
Mary Schulz
Betty Schutte
Doris Schutz
Marian Schwind
Robert Scully
Stanley and Nancy Sedlacek
Flo Selby
Jimmy Sell
Alice Senior
Michael and Patricia Sermersheim
Mary Jane Shannon
Barbara Sharpensteen
Jeanette Shaughnessy
Rita Shaughnessy
Barbara Shaw
Evelyn Siemens
Doris Simants
Bud and Barbara Simmons
Joyce Simmons
Ana and Merrill Simon
Helen Sinkhorn
Mark and Donna Sinkhorn
Anne Smith
Janie Smith
Margaret Smith
Mary Ann Smith
Virginia Smythe
Andrew Snyder
Catherine Snyder
Sunana Sohi
Julie and Chris Sopp
Joe and Carol Spalding
Eileen Spears
Mary Jean Sprauer
St. Francis of Rome Staff
St. Vincent DePaul Society - St. Raphael Conference
William and Margaret Staarman
Jerry Stanley
Cathy Staples
Nancy Staresinic
Donald Stauble
Dr. Mary Elaine Stauble
Jennie Lee Staugas
Patricia Steed
Mary Helen Steinauer
Susanne Steinbock
John Steinmetz
Joe and Margaret Sterle, Jr.
Barbara Stenger
Patricia Ann Stenger
Mary Burke Stephens
Martha Stephenson
Jonathan and Christie Stier
Karen Stocker
Angela Stockton
Darlene Stoddard
Rita Stosberg
Dorothy Stout
A. Louise Strehle
Pamela Stratham
Jo Ann Sturgeon
Ann and Bill Sullivan
Patricia Sullivan
Jane Sweeney
Stephen and Libby Szwarc
Michael and Mary Tangney
Juliana Tatum
Jeanette Saddler Taylor
Suzanne Taylor
Miguel Temple
Frank Tenney
Jo Ann Teske
Andrew Thackrey
Mildred Thoman
W.E. Thoman
A. Charles Thomas
Dennis and Kimberly Thomas
Greg and Ann Thomas
Elizabeth Thompson
Mary Thompson
Thelma Thompson
Ruth Tillman
Bertha Timmel
Rev. Gerald Timmel
Marie Tolly
Frances Ann Tompkins
Frank Tonini
Lynda Toombs
Charles and Martha Torline
Susan Toutant
Steve and Tish Treinen
John and Doris Trimble
Johanna Troy
Marie Tucker
Mary Ellen Tucker
Eugene and Rosemary Turano
Mary Louise Turner
Patricia Turner
Michael and Martha Uberta
Dr. Leila Vagehi
La Verne Vandevander
Mike and Maureen Vandevelde
Anna Vaughan
Ellen Venhoff
Karen Vessels
Ken and LaVerne Vierling
Dolores Vogel
Mary Ann Vogt
Jake Volz
Gerald and Mary Vowels
Jim Wagner
Philip Wagner, Jr.
Jeanette Wahl
Linda Walker
Nancy Walker
William and Alice Walsh, III
Paul and Betty Jo Wargel
Joseph Warren
Alvin and Sally Wax
Mary Jean Weckman
Mary Weikert
Phillip Weis
Richard and Marlene Weirer
Anabell Welch
Rosemary Weller
Karen Welles
Linda Wentzel
Jeanne Whelan
Phyllis White
Judy Whitesell
Carolyn Wick
Mary and Ernie Wilding
Helen Wilkerson
Anne Williams
The Most Reverend J. Kendrick Williams
Alice Wilson
Tillie Wilson
Joe and Ruth Wimsatt
Doratheo Winkler
The Winkler Family
Joan Winkler
Jack and Jamie Winner
Arthur and Alice Wissing
Sandra Joan Wode
Mary Marlene Wolf
Jacquelyn and George Wolfe
Katherine Yoo Wong
Linda Woods
Mary Rose Wright
Mary Lucia Yeaman
Joan Yeamans
Bob and Doris Young
Charlotte Young
Stuart Young
Jeryl Zapp
Zeefam Trust
Carl and Jo Ann Zeller
Jo Ann Zimblich
Clara Zoeller

Legacy Gifts

Estate of Anne Caveney
Estate of Dr. Kate Mullins
Estate of Earleen F. Groves
Estate of Elizabeth McMannon
Estate of Elizabeth Sheeran
Estate of Emilitta “Bunny” Barker
Estate of Janet Marie Reiter
Estate of Joseph Schuler
Estate of Judith Eastland
Estate of Marcella Barney
Estate of Mary Rita and Harrison Peet
Estate of Rose Marie Sunderhauf
Estate of Serena Summers
Estate of Velma Howard
COMMUNICATE AND CONNECT WITH US!

www.facebook.com/UrsulinesLouisville

FLASHBACK FRIDAYS
Look for clues in the pictures we post every Friday on the Ursuline Sisters’ Facebook. Help us identify the people, places and situations on our archival images.

ALUMNAE GROUPS
Speaking of Facebook, groups have been created for Ursuline Academy Louisville & Pittsburgh and Ursuline College. Get reunion, event, classmate and Ursuline Sister news. Facebook friends on the Angela Merici High School page are now 500 plus!

Go to the "about section" of our Facebook page to find the link to YOUR schools’ group! Let the conversations begin!

Visit the Ursuline Sisters website (www.ursulinesisterslouisville.org) for news and updates.